
MOBILE & CLOUD-BASED
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

• Lower costs and faster delivery - With development and engineering offices across the globe, 

OEMs/Tier-1 suppliers can choose development locations based on cost or time zones for ease of 

communication and coordination with their teams.

• Experienced team capable of deploying mobile and tablet applications in Automotive. Our engineering 

teams are trusted across the world by the top automotive OEMs. 

• Diverse engineering experts that employ rigorous agile development, quality assurance and next 

generation development tools to ensure quality and transparency.

• Portable and Scalable applications - mobile applications developed in the native language.  Engineers 

leverage open standards whenever possible which accelerates development and renders flexibility to

the applications being developed.

Top-line Benefits

Why HARMAN?

Shortening Time-to-Market 
Shorten your time from concept  
to delivery using our best practices, 
turn-key delivery models and rich 
talent pool.

Cross-platform
Take advantage of our experience in 
multiple industry verticals and leading 
platforms to rapidly exploit new 
market opportunities.

Global delivery footprint 
Our skilled, talented engineers deliver 
solutions to companies  
like yours from centers throughout the 
world. 

Solution accelerators
Get access to leading edge innovation 
and best practice by  
using our solution accelerators  
and global pool of partnerships.
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FACT SHEET 
Automotive Engineering Services (AES)

Conceptualize, build, integrate and scale your applications
Consumers now expect more when it comes to purchasing and owning a vehicle. Automotive 
ecosystem providers increasingly look to provide convenience for drivers and in turn add value 
to their brand by offering mobile applications and connected telematics solutions. From next 
generation dealerships, to applications that proactively schedule maintenance to prevent failures and 
longer down-times, there is a clear shift of demand towards innovative car services.

HARMAN Connected Services (HCS) automotive engineering services enhance vehicle efficiency, 
performance and safety. From design to manufacturing, our years of expertise can help auto 
ecosystem actors with solutions to get ahead without compromising on quality. HCS delivers a 
unique blend of product engineering capabilities and analytics - with a design-first approach. This 
often helps to see the “big picture” and a customer-first orientation in a broad engineering field 
such as Automotive. HCS provides a full set of mobile / tablet application development and lifecycle 
management capabilities including but not limited to the following:

• Application UI/UX design
• Custom development across all major platforms including; iOS, Android, Windows, and more.
• Access to pre-built HARMAN Ignite platform SDKs for vehicle management, vehicle

connectivity and communication
• Integration of cloud based capabilities like identity, payment, analytics, remote vehicle access
• Integrated technical support and App Store management
• Internationalization and localization

With the expertise gained by working across a multitude of industries, our experts can solve 
complex problems deriving inspiration from elsewhere. Also, to keep up with the pace of
changes in hardware and software, HARMAN is part of a strong ecosystem of partners in the
automotive industry. 



Capabilities and Benefits

Partner with an industry expert

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and 
enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; 
and services supporting the Internet of Things.  With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 
Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues 
where they perform around the world. More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with 
HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that 
are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a 
workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 

Visit our website at harmanconnected.services/mobile-apps-and-cloud-based-services

Pre-integrated cloud components for automotive HARMAN Ignite is an end-to-end cloud platform that supports various 
use cases by providing connectivity, application enablement, analytics and 
managed services capabilities. It allows automakers, dealers, suppliers and 
services providers to perform the following:
- Easily introduce, deploy, manage, personalize and monetize innovative    
  cloud applications and services 
- Enable e-commerce transactions
- Implement container management
- Create vehicle-related micro-services
- Support dynamic cloud configurability

Custom application development •

•

•

Able to conceptualize, build, integrate and scale applications. From 
bespoke application development to modernizing legacy applications, 
our comprehensive application engineering services provides complete 
assistance in the digital journey. 
Helps you stay ahead of competition in a cloud-first, mobile-first world.
- Product/platform modernization
- PaaS and SaaS implementation
- Enterprise application integration
- Customer-centric mobile/web apps

HCS’s development team has development experience and expertise 
across all major platforms including; iOS, Android, Windows, and more.

User led design approach •

•

A well-crafted responsive next-generation design is only as good as the 
process behind it. HARMAN’s research and insight-driven, design-thinking 
strategy help reduce the time to transform ideas into viable products 
which convert users into brand advocates.
HARMAN Litehouse is the in-house design studio that combines many 
backgrounds and disciplines in a collaborative, holistic design-led process, 
going beyond what an individual could do.

https://services.harman.com/industries/automotive-connected-car/automotive-engineering-services/mobile-apps-and-cloud-based-services

